
MUKWONAGO, WI — OCTOBER 27, 2020 — In designing the New York City headquarters for creative agency Project 
Worldwide, STUDIOS Architecture sought industrial, yet refined materials to realize their pared-back, industrial chic 
design scheme. Banker Wire’s S-51 architectural woven wire mesh pattern is one such material used to achieve this 
aesthetic, providing an elegant mesh profile for both the kitchen bar and wall divider screen applications in the amenities 
area of the new office space. 

Upon entering the seventh floor amenities space, a hospitality-inspired bar replete with a bookmatched black marble 
backdrop is revealed. Fabricated within the bar display cabinet doors, Banker Wire’s S-51—specified in a bronze finish—
provides a lustrous, rich accent while simultaneously celebrating the duality of grit and refinement that defines space.   

“We were seeking a metal mesh that had an industrial yet elevated look-and-feel, in a bronze that would patina over 
time—coinciding with our desire to create an elegant and textural environment,” says Jordan Evans, Associate, STUDIOS 
Architecture. “The refined nature of the mesh, in contrast to the exposed structure and concrete floors, provided the 
aesthetic tensions we wanted for the space.” 

Also within the amenities area, STUDIOS Architecture relied upon Banker Wire’s S-51 to create a mesh screen wall 
divider—specified as a material that was simultaneously able to blur the back-of-house corridor while further adding to 
the space’s refined-but-moody, industrial look. Contrasting the warm wood elements, concrete floor, and refined detailing 
of the room, S-51’s uniquely flattened crimp at the wire mesh intersections—a sturdy pattern with a dense, smaller open 
area—creates a textural, but glamorous touchpoint. Taking cues from the industrial post-process of “calendering,” the 
manufacturing process of S-51—refined by Banker Wire’s special tooling and proprietary crimp design—allows total control 
over the production of the wire mesh, making it the perfect option for such architectural applications that require both 
form and function. 

Celebrating Project Worldwide’s experiential brand, the STUDIOS Architecture team created a sophisticated, yet relaxed 
atmosphere by utilizing highly-functional, authentic contemporary design materials that will age gracefully. Banker 
Wire’s specification within the high-traffic amenities room—an area serving multiple purposes of working, relaxing, eating, 
and socializing—exemplifies the versatility of wire mesh in commercial applications and its reliability in achieving the 
high/low aesthetic that defines much of contemporary design.  

###

About Banker Wire 
Banker Wire is the world’s leading manufacturer of woven and welded wire mesh for architectural and industrial 
applications. From intricate design highlights in architectural environments to large-scale industrial applications, the 
company’s scalable operations ensure every mesh job is precisely manufactured according to the specifications of each 
order. Durable, sustainable and available in thousands of patterns, wire mesh is the ideal medium to satisfy any project 
regardless of its function or aesthetic. Founded in 1896, Banker Wire’s state-of-the-art facility in Mukwonago, Wisconsin 
employs proprietary equipment and processes that have been refined for more than a century, bringing unmatched 
customization, variety, quality and service to customers globally. For more information visit www.bankerwire.com.

About Architectural Woven Wire Mesh
Pre-crimped woven wire mesh is constructed of individual wires that are crimped prior to being woven together on a 
loom. Pre-crimping the wires provides a much higher degree of control during the weaving process. This allows for far 
more intricate and interesting patterns, as well as unique customization, to meet the vision of the designer. Banker Wire 
has refined and innovated its crimping process more than any other manufacturer, delivering more than 8,000 different 
spacing, diameter, and crimp combinations, plus endless customization options. As a result, Banker can make any woven 
wire mesh pattern imaginable – manufactured to specify for any project type.

BANKER WIRE MESH BRINGS A REFINED, INDUSTRIAL AESTHETIC TO  
PROJECT WORLDWIDE’S NEW YORK CITY HEADQUARTERS

Wire mesh provides simultaneous functional and  
aesthetic purposes within atmospheric amenity spaces
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